We present spatial variations of the CO J=2-1/1-0 line ratio (R 21/10 ) in the barred spiral galaxy M83 using Total Power array (single dish telescopes) data from the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). While the intensities of these two lines correlate tightly, R 21/10 varies over the disk, with a disk average ratio of 0.69, and shows the galactic center and a two-arm spiral pattern. It is high ( 0.7) in regions of high molecular gas surface density (Σ mol ), but ranges from low to high ratios in regions of low Σ mol . The ratio correlates well with the spatial distributions and intensities of farultraviolet (FUV) and infrared (IR) emissions, with FUV being the best correlated. It also correlates better with the ratio of specific intensities at 70 and 350µm, a proxy for dust temperature, than with the IR intensities. Taken together, these results suggest either a direct or indirect link between the dust heating by the interstellar radiation field (ISRF) and the condition of GMCs, even though no efficient mechanism is known for a thermal coupling of dust and bulk gas in GMCs. We speculate that the large spread of R 21/10 in low Σ mol regions, mostly at the downstream sides of spiral arms, may be due to the evolution of massive stars after spiral arm passage. Having in a late phase escaped from
INTRODUCTION
The J=1-0 line transition of carbon monoxide, CO(1-0), has been the yardstick for observations and calibrations of the molecular gas in the Milky Way (MW) and nearby galaxies (see Scoville & Sanders 1987; Dame et al. 1987; Fukui & Kawamura 2010; Heyer & Dame 2015, for review) . Recently, this fundamental transition is being replaced by the higher excitation transition CO(2-1) on the assumption of a constant CO 2-1/1-0 line ratio (R 21/10 ; e.g., Leroy et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2018; Saintonge et al. 2018) . Observations in CO(2-1) require much less time than those in CO(1-0) to achieve the same mass sensitivity especially at the ALMA site (Sakamoto 2008; Watson & Koda 2017) . Many nearby galaxy projects with ALMA employ CO(2-1) as an alternative to CO(1-0) to trace the bulk molecular gas.
The notion of a constant R 21/10 arose from analyses of past single-dish data on nearby galaxies (e.g., Bigiel et al. 2008; Sandstrom et al. 2013) , with caveats (Leroy et al. 2009 ). The faint CO emission in the interarm regions was often undetected, and most of those analyses were limited to radial profiles after azimuthal averaging (hence washing out arm-interarm variations). Measurements of R 21/10 often suffered from calibration difficulties (Koda et al. 2012) . For example, no obvious variation was found in M51 with earlier data (Garcia-Burillo et al. 1993) , but systematic variations between the spiral arms and interarm regions were found later, primarily due to improved observational instruments and techniques (Koda et al. 2012; Vlahakis et al. 2013) .
It is known that R 21/10 is an important diagnostic tracer of the physical conditions of molecular gas. In the MW, R 21/10 changes systematically from 1.0-1.2 to 0.3-0.4 between spiral arms and interarm regions, from the galaxy center to the outer disk, and between starforming and dormant giant molecular clouds (GMCs; Sakamoto et al. 1994 Sakamoto et al. , 1997 Oka et al. 1996; Hasegawa 1997; Falgarone et al. 1998; Seta et al. 1998; Sawada et al. 2001; Yoda et al. 2010; Nishimura et al. 2015) . These variations in the MW and M51 can be interpreted as changes of a factor of 2-3 in temperature and/or density, according to the non-LTE calculations (Scoville & Solomon 1974; Goldreich & Kwan 1974; Koda et al. 2012) . Besides these two galaxies, analyses of R 21/10 with well-calibrated data still remain rare even with single dish telescopes. It is urgent to build up such accurate analyses given the growing amount of CO(2-1) observations of nearby galaxies.
Here we present another case, the barred spiral galaxy M83 at a distance of 4.5 Mpc (Thim et al. 2003) , using new single-dish data from ALMA. In this galaxy, Crosthwaite et al. (2002) found an elevated R 21/10 in the interarm regions, contrary to the results in the MW and M51. The ratio appeared so high (> 1) that it potentially indicated that optically-thin CO emission dominates in the interarm regions and overshadows the emission from GMCs. Lundgren et al. (2004) also found a similar qualitative trend: an elevated, but lower (< 1), R 21/10 in the interarm regions. This ratio can be explained by the optically-thick molecular gas within GMCs. We show that the enhanced R 21/10 occurs at the downstream sides of the spiral arms. In the interarm regions farther away from the arms, R 21/10 becomes lower and is consistent with that observed in the MW and M51. The new example of R 21/10 variations emphasizes the importance of R 21/10 as a prime diagnostic tool of the physical condition of bulk molecular gas in galaxies.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
M83 was observed with the Total Power (TP) array of ALMA in CO(1-0) and CO(2-1). After the data reduction described below, we analyze the data at the fullwidth half maximum (FWHM) beam size of the CO(1-0) data, 56.6 (∼ 1.2 kpc). Despite its lower spatial resolution, the analysis of single-dish data is an important first step for a solid confirmation of the variations of R 21/10 , since interferometer data are susceptible to additional noise introduced in the imaging process. The data were reduced using the Common Astronomy Software Applications package (CASA; McMullin et al. 2007 ). The calibration was performed in the standard way as for the ALMA data reduction pipeline, with a more careful calibration of the relative flux scales among execution blocks (EBs; see below).
CO(1-0)
The CO(1-0) observations mapped a 11.7 × 11.7 area with the On-The-Fly (OTF) mapping technique along the RA and Dec directions. We obtained a total of 125 EBs, each of which, with a few exceptions, observed the whole area. We rejected 5 EBs due to bad weather (unreasonably low intensity), spurious pointing corrections (blurred map appearance), and relatively large flux errors with respect to the other EBs (deviations greater than a few %). The statistics of the 120 EBs are: the average number of TP antennas was 3.71, the total observing and on-source times were 110.1 h and 60.4 h, respectively, and the system temperature T sys was 99-129 K at the 10-90 percentiles. The ACA correlator was used to obtain spectra with band and channel widths of 250 MHz and 61 kHz.
Individual spectra were calibrated in the standard way. After the calibration they were re-sampled on a grid of pixel size 5.62 using the prolate spheroidal function with a size of 6 pixels (Schwab 1980 (Schwab , 1984 . The effective FWHM beam size after this regridding/smoothing is 56.6 . We generated separate data cubes for the 120 EBs, calculated the flux ratios and errors of all of their pairs, and solved for relative flux scales by inverting the design matrix. The derived scaling coefficients have a small scatter of only 1.3%. We applied these coefficients to co-add all the spectra into two data cubes for the RA and DEC scans. Spectral baselines were subtracted with straight lines. The two were combined with the Emerson & Graeve (1988) method. We converted the antenna temperature T * a into the main beam temperature T mb using a main beam efficiency of 0.856 calculated from the Jy/K parameter from the observatory. The final cube has 3,900 channels and an root-mean-square noise of ∼ 6.2 mK in T mb in a velocity channel width of 0.159 km s −1 .
CO(2-1)
The CO(2-1) observations covered approximately a 8.4 × 8.4 region with a position angle of about 52 deg. The region was split into 9 rectangular regions, each of which was observed separately. About 30% the area of each region overlaps with that of an adjacent region. The total number of EBs was 160. The average number of antennas per EB was 3.57. The total observing and on-source times were 132.8 h and 66.4h. The T sys was 59-89 K at the 10-90 percentiles. The band and channel widths were 2 GHz and 977 kHz or 1 GHz and 488 kHz.
All the data were reduced in the standard way. We generated 160 separate data cubes for all the EBs, calculated the flux ratios and errors of all their pairs when their spatial coverages overlapped, and solved for the relative flux scaling coefficients. The coefficients have a small scatter of 3.1%, and we made a correction for this before co-adding the data. We used a main beam efficiency of 0.836. The final data cube has 488 channels and an RMS noise of ∼ 2.0 mK in T mb with a pixel scale of 2.81 and velocity channel width of 1.276 km s −1 .
2.3. The CO 2-1/1-0 Ratio (R 21/10 )
The CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) data cubes were integrated along velocity without any clip/mask, to produce inte-grated intensity maps, I CO1−0 and I CO2−1 (Figures 1a,  b ). To match the spatial resolutions, the CO(2-1) map was smoothed by a sequence of a deconvolution with the CO(2-1) beam and convolution with the CO(1-0) beam. The beams here are generated by a convolution of the native telescope beam, approximated with a gaussian (a FWHM of 58.3 at 100 GHz), and the spheroidal function. The smoothed map was regridded to the pixel scale of the CO(1-0) map. The 1σ noise is about 61 and 14 mK · km/s in I CO1−0 and I CO2−1 , respectively. The lowest CO(1-0) contour in Figure 1 is at about 25σ significance, and the same locations are at about 70σ significance in CO(2-1).
The CO(1-0) beam is larger than the CO(2-1) beam, and the edge of the smoothed map suffers from the absence of data beyond the field coverage. To quantify this effect, we applied the above smoothing procedure to an image with a uniform illumination over the field of view (i.e., the pixel value was set to 1 within the field of view and 0 outside). We used the pixels with a value greater than 0.99 after the smoothing. This reduced the field-of-view to about 7.0 × 7.0 . The final CO(2-1) map is presented in Figure 1c . The R 21/10 is calculated as I CO2−1 /I CO1−0 (Figure 1d ). The random error in R 21/10 is about 4% at the lowest I CO1−0 contour or less at higher I CO1−0 .
These maps suffer from the systematic errors in absolute flux calibrations (about 5% according to the observatory), which however does not affect the relative variations of I CO2−1 , I CO1−0 , and R 21/10 within the maps. This 5% systematic uncertainty mainly comes from the uncertainty in the models of primary flux calibrators. It is likely to affect both I CO2−1 and I CO1−0 in a similar manner and, to an extent, cancel out in R 21/10 . The sampling of these maps is redundant with a pixel scale of 5.62 for a beam size of 56.6 . We use only every 5th pixel when they are correlated with other data (Sec. 3).
Ancillary Data
For comparisons, we obtained ancillary data from the archives: specific intensity (brightness) maps in GALEX Their native resolutions are 4.2, 5.7, 5.6, and 24.2 , respectively. For comparisons with the CO data, they are smoothed to a Gaussian beam and convolved with Schwab's spheroidal function, resulting in a final beam size of 56.6 . The data are then regridded to the CO data grid. 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 18, 22, 26, 30, 35, 40, 45, 51, 57 , and 63 K · km s −1 .
The beam sizes of the original CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) maps (a & b) are indicated by circles (56.6 and 28.3 , respectively). For panels (c) and (d), we trimmed the edges where the blank data outside the CO(2-1) field-of-view affect the smoothing. Figure 1 shows that the CO line ratio varies spatially between the galactic center and disk, and between the spiral arms and interarm regions. For comparison, the CO(2-1) map (Figure 1b) shows the locations of the molecular spiral arms. Both the average and median of R 21/10 in this region are 0.69. The observed range of ∼0.5-0.8 likely represents the upper and lower limits due to the low resolution (see discussions below). Still, it appears that R 21/10 varies from < 0.7 in the interarm regions to > 0.7 around the spiral arms -or more precisely, at the convex, presumably downstream 1 , sides of the spiral arms. This is consistent with the variations in the MW (Sakamoto et al. 1997 ) and in M51 (Koda et al. 2012) . The north-western spiral arm shows a higher ratio than the south-eastern arm. Along the arms, R 21/10 is approximately constant and does not show clear radial trends. R 21/10 is high> 0.8 in the galactic center, as is also observed in the MW center (Oka et al. 1996; Sawada et al. 2001) . It stays ∼ 0.7 along the bar.
Despite the low resolution, this analysis of single dish data is an important first confirmation of the variations, since the flux calibration is fairly consistent over the galactic disk. It is still important to keep in mind that in Figure 1 the galactic structures, such as the spiral arms and interam regions, are somewhat smeared due to the large beam size. The range of R 21/10 , if it is observed at a higher resolution, would be wider, while the mean and median R 21/10 are less likely affected. The typical range of R 21/10 observed in the MW and in M51 at higher linear resolutions is 0.4 -1.2, with only rare instances of > 1. It is conceivable that the intrinsic range in M83 is similar to those in the MW and M51, but is smoothed to the observed range.
A non-LTE model suggests that R 21/10 depends primarily on the H 2 volume density n H2 and kinetic temperature T k for collisional excitation, and, on the CO column density N CO per velocity (or optical depth) for photon trapping and radiative transfer, although this last factor is typically constrained within a relatively narrow range (Scoville & Solomon 1974; Goldreich & Kwan 1974; Solomon et al. 1987; Koda et al. 2012 ). Obviously, our spatial resolution element (or beam; ∼1.2 kpc) includes multiple GMCs (see Figure 1 ). Even the lowest contour corresponds to a molecular gas mass of M mol ∼ 8 × 10 6 M in one beam (using the conversion factor from Bolatto et al. 2013 , to convert I CO1−0 into M mol or molecular gas surface density Σ mol ). This M mol is about 20 GMCs if all the emission is from GMCs anal-ogous to a typical Galactic GMC (4 × 10 5 M ; Scoville & Sanders 1987) . The n H2 and T k are the parameters within the GMCs. If we assume that all GMCs in each beam have the same average conditions, the factor of ∼ 2 change in R 21/10 roughly corresponds to changes of a factor of ∼2-3 in n H2 and/or T k in the GMCs (Koda et al. 2012) .
I CO1−0 and I CO2−1 are tightly correlated (Figure 2a ), while their ratio R 21/10 also changes with I CO1−0 (or Σ mol ; Figure 2b) . The bottom-right part of this figure is empty as if the region below a diagonal line were avoided. The I CO1−0 is defined over a large beam, and hence, Σ mol represents the average surface density in the environment of unresolved GMCs within the beam. In this plot, the R 21/10 is always high ( 0.7) in regions of high Σ mol (or I CO1−0 ). The GMCs within the beam have higher n H2 and/or T k on average when their environment is crowded with GMCs. On the other hand, the ratio is spread over a relatively wide range in regions of low Σ mol . Even though the average environmental surface density is low, n H2 and/or T k within the underlying GMCs can vary from low to high, resulting in the spread in R 21/10 .
The radial profiles of I CO1−0 and R 21/10 are shown in Figure 2c and d. An inclination correction is applied to I CO1−0 . I CO1−0 (and Σ mol ) decays exponentially with a scale length of ∼ 94 (∼2.0 kpc). Note that the profile of I CO2−1 is similar with a scale length of ∼ 88 (1.9 kpc). R 21/10 peaks at the galactic center ( 0.8), decreases through the radius range of the bar (∼ 0.65), increases again due to the spiral arms (∼ 0.75), and decreases toward the outskirts ( 0.60). Note again that these are the ratios averaged over a 1.2 kpc beam. Figure 3 compares R 21/10 with the FUV and IR data. The contours in the left and middle columns indicate regions of high R 21/10 . The FUV image shows a tighter spatial correlation with high R 21/10 than the IR images even though the FUV image suffers more from extinction. In particular, FUV and R 21/10 remain high at the downstream sides of the spiral arms. The right column shows correlations between R 21/10 and their specific intensities. The correlation coefficient r is shown in each plot (as well as in Table 1 , which also lists the gradients and intercepts from linear regression). FUV presents the tightest correlation here as well. R 21/10 also correlates with the IR emissions. It is high in the regions of high I 24µm , I 70µm , and I 350µm , but shows relatively large spreads at low specific intensities [this is similar to what is seen with I CO1−0 (Σ mol )]. The regions of high R 21/10 at low IR intensities are a major contributor to the spreads in their correlations (i.e., top-left quartiles in Figure 3f Crosthwaite et al. (2002) . The random error in R 21/10 is < 4%. The maps in Figure 1 are spatially oversampled, and we use only every 5th pixel (about half-beam sampling) for these scatter plots.
and contribute also to the spreads in the correlation of R 21/10 and I CO1−0 (Figure 2b) . On the other hand, they have high FUV intensities and lie on the tighter correlation of R 21/10 and FUV (Figure 3c ). They tend to appear on the convex, downstream sides of the spiral arms, and might correspond to the "interarm" gas with an elevated R 21/10 found by Crosthwaite et al. (2002) and Lundgren et al. (2004) . FUV is expected to heat up dust grains, and in fact, R 21/10 also correlates well with I 70µm /I 350µm (dust color, a proxy of dust temperature T d ; Figure 4 ). Here we choose 70µm and 350µm to cover the expected range of T d of around 10-40 K (using the peak of blackbody spectrum as a rough guideline). Theoretically, no efficient coupling mechanism between T d and gas temperature T k is identified yet (Goldreich & Kwan 1974; Scoville & Kwan 1976; Goldsmith & Langer 1978) at the average density of Galactic GMCs (∼ 300 cm −3 ; Scoville & Sanders 1987). However, this correlation suggests a link, either directly or indirectly, between the dust heating by the interstellar radiation field (ISRF) and the condition of GMCs even after the passages of spiral arms.
DISCUSSION
We showed a systematic trend that R 21/10 is elevated in regions of high Σ mol (when they are averaged over a 1.2 kpc area), while its spread becomes large in environments of low Σ mol . In particular, the high R 21/10 at low Σ mol is not immediately expected and requires additional explanation. Such a condition is found mostly around the radial range of the spiral arms (Figure 2d ). This high R 21/10 shows good quantitative and positional correlations with high I FUV and T d everywhere, includ- Note-The gradient (α) and intercept (β) from the ordinary least squares bisector fitting (Isobe et al. 1990) , and the correlation coefficient (r).
ing the downstream side of the spiral arms, better than with the IR intensities. A possible explanation may be a potential direct thermal coupling between the dust, heated by UV photons, and the gas. Although no efficient mechanism has been identified (Goldsmith & Langer 1978) , a potential mechanism might be a coupling through H 2 O molecules -they may absorb dust radiation and heat up H 2 by collisional de-excitation (Scoville & Kwan 1976) . Other possibilities are more indirect. GMCs may, in some way, remain dense and/or warm after spiral arm passage and maintain a high R 21/10 on a timescale of ∼ 100 Myr, which is about the lifetime of B stars, a source of bright FUV.
We could also speculate that the observed trend is related to the evolution of massive stars after arm passage. The massive stars are initially obscured in their parental clouds, contributing to the IR intensities through dust heating. They later escape the parental clouds and enhance the ISRF in-between GMCs (thus, high unobscured I FUV ) and probably the cosmic ray (CR) flux through subsequent supernovae explosions (which heat up the gas, leading to high R 21/10 ). These evolutionary phases, and hence the lags in time, would result in the spatial offsets of IR and FUV and keep R 21/10 enhanced toward the downstream sides of the spiral arms (see Egusa et al. 2004 Egusa et al. , 2009 Louie et al. 2013) . The observed I FUV varies by a factor of ∼ 30 (Figure 3c) , and, presumably, the CRs follow a similar trend spatially and in flux. With numerical simulations, Peñaloza et al. (2017 Peñaloza et al. ( , 2018 , and their series of papers, showed that R 21/10 is elevated in a stronger ISRF and/or at higher CR densities.
The analysis here is based on low-resolution ALMA single-dish data, but is an important first confirmation of the variations of R 21/10 . Obviously, the analysis of one galaxy is limited and a larger sample is called for. ALMA, with its main interferometer, should be able to resolve R 21/10 variations on GMC scales (Hirota et al. 2018 , showed this possibility). In this paper, we did not consider the possibility that the majority of CO emission arises from the optically-thin CO gas outside GMCs, which could also explain high R 21/10 . Such a possibility can be tested when the GMCs are resolved. This paper makes use of the following ALMA data: ADS/JAO.ALMA#2013.1.01161.S, ADS/JAO.ALMA#2015.1.0012 ADS/JAO.ALMA#2016.1.00386.S, and ADS/JAO.ALMA#2017.1.0 ALMA is a partnership of ESO (representing its member states), NSF (USA) and NINS (Japan), together with NRC (Canada), MOST and ASIAA (Taiwan), and KASI (Republic of Korea), in cooperation with the Republic of Chile. The Joint ALMA Observatory is operated Comparisons with log(I70µm/I350µm) (color), a proxy of dust temperature. The contours are (a) the CO(1-0) integrated intensity, and (b) R 21/10 = 0.72. (c) R 21/10 vs log(I70µm/I350µm). Note this dust color map is similar to a T d map from an SED fitting by Foyle et al. (2011) .
